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Abstract—Real-time monitoring of high-voltage equipment in substations is 
beneficial for early detection of faults. The use of wireless sensor networks to 
build monitoring system is an effective way, but the data collection is a difficult 
task. The author introduces a real-time monitoring system based on ZIGBEE 
and mobile communication technology. The system includes multiple monitor-
ing points and terminal platforms. Each monitoring point consists of a number 
of sensor nodes to form a ZIGBEE network, detecting relevant parameters, co-
ordinator node data collected one by one, known as linear transmission, and fi-
nally to the monitoring platform through the mobile communication network. 
This paper presents a fusion algorithm for monitoring cell data acquisition to 
reduce the amount of data uploaded to the base station. In addition, multi-hop 
routing algorithm based on opportunistic routing is proposed to balance net-
work energy and improve network transmission rate and efficiency. 

Keywords—Electric Power High-voltage Equipment; ZIGBEE; Fuzzy Com-
prehensive; Extremely Opportunistic Routing 

1 Introduction 

High-voltage equipment, such as transformers, switchgear, circuit breakers, is an 
important part of the power system. Its smooth operation is an important guarantee for 
the normal supply of electricity. Monitoring and overhauling high-voltage equipment 
is an important part of routine maintenance. With the development of the Internet of 
Things, monitoring of high-voltage equipment using sensors and networks has be-
come the focus of research. The advantage is that it saves manpower and material 
resources, and the monitoring data are objective and effective. There have been many 
related technologies produced. Design and develop a remote system for continuous 
monitoring of leakage currents and ground currents in high voltage electrical substa-
tions. Based on wireless local area network technology, the system can be used to 
monitor continuously a variety of plants within the substation and has low power 
consumption with inbuilt overvoltage protection[1]. A method for powering an on-line 
condition-monitoring device installed on a high-voltage transmission tower is pre-
sented. The technique uses the harvesting plate and a transformer both installed away 
from the transmission line to harvest the electric field energy[2]. 
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In the application of wireless sensor networks, there have been some problems. 
Due to the collection points are too much and large amount of data are collected, real-
time data upload will bring the network congestion. In addition, if each monitoring 
unit communicates with the server directly, the workload of the server is too large, it 
will inevitably lead to network congestion; if upgrade server configuration, it will 
make the system cost-effective decline.This paper presents a fusion algorithm for 
monitoring cell data collection to reduce the amount of data uploaded to the base 
station. In addition, a multi-hop routing algorithm based on opportunistic routing is 
proposed to balance network energy and improve network transmission rate and effi-
ciency. Monitoring system is shown in Figure 1. 

 
Fig. 1. Monitoring system based on ZIGBEE 

2 Design of acquisition node communication  

ZIGBEE is a low-cost, low-power, wireless mesh network standard targeted at the 
wide development of long battery life devices in wireless control and monitoring 
applications. The ZIGBEE network layer natively supports both star and tree net-
works, and generic mesh networking[3]. Every network must have one coordinator 
device, tasked with its creation, the control of its parameters and basic maintenance 
[4]. 

2.1 Design of Endnotes  

The end node's processor and information delivery device uses the CC2530EB, a 
truly IEEE-enabled 802.15.4 system that supports proprietary IEEE 802.15.4 and 
ZIGBEE, ZIGBEE PRO and ZIGBEE RF4CE standards[5], using on-chip RF to send 
data to the coordinator, operating frequency of 2.4GHz. 

In order to save energy, in the software design, the end node set two types of 
threshold. The first is the data threshold. When more than 10 sets of the same data are 
collected, the node enters the sleep state for 60 minutes. The second is the data trans-
mission threshold. When the collected data is within a certain range, it stops to send 
data to the coordinator. Such as the collection of temperature, when it is between 25o 
and 30o, the data sending is stopped. The data processing flow after the end node joins 
the network is shown in Figure 2. 
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Fig. 2. Signal processing flow in the end node 
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2.2 Design of Coordinator  

The coordinator is responsible for identifying the terminal node and assigning the 
channel and network PAN ID to the end node. It is the core of the star topology net-
work, hardware of that is CC2530, equipped with TI Z-Stack 2.3.1, and set to FFD 
(Full Function Device). The coordinator receives data from sixteen nodes in the ex-
periment which is divided into four categories, each of which collects the same type 
of data, and it requires the first level of data fusion to obtain the effective value of 
such parameters; for different types of data, it needs to be carried out the second level 
of data fusion, in order to obtain the comprehensive assessment of the water quality of 
the region. Therefore, in addition to building ZIGBEE network, the coordinator also 
needs to integrate the data of the collected data, in order to reduce the amount of data 
and to ensure the rate of data transmission and real-time[6]. Taking into account the 
ZIGBEE node energy consumption constraints, the first level of data fusion uses the 
algorithm of statistical average, and the second level of data fusion uses the algorithm 
of adaptive weighting and fuzzy comprehensive evaluation.  
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Where, n is the number of sensors and x is the data matrix. 
The fuzzy comprehensive evaluation model was established by adding the weight 

coefficient to the four types of monitoring data as the evaluation index. The evalua-
tion results (excellent, good, medium and poor) were uploaded. If the evaluation is 
excellent, the coordinator sleeps for 30 minutes; if the evaluation is poor, the sensor 
data is uploaded. The process of fuzzy comprehensive evaluation is: 
1) Standardization of evaluation index data.  
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2) Determine the weighting function. The statistical average and standard deviation 
of the first level are introduced into the weighting function as their dynamic parame-
ters. The dynamic weighting function is the partial normal distribution function and it 
is as (4). 
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3) After experimental analysis, it identifies ),( !•M as fuzzy operator. 
4) In accordance with the principle of maximum membership to make a comprehen-
sive evaluation, the results of the judge S is: 
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The method of fuzzy comprehensive evaluation is used to fuse the data, which ob-
viously reduces the amount of data transmission and has a significant effect on ex-
tending the life cycle of the network. 

3 Construction of Multi-hop Routing Protocol  

According to the design goal, this system is used in substations with high voltage 
equipment. The multiple monitoring units deployed are unevenly distributed and the 
environment is complicated. The data from monitoring unit uploading and the com-
mands release from the monitoring platform require a stable and reliable communica-
tion network. The ZIGBEE data acquisition unit set up above is battery powered and 
the energy is limited. At the same time, the coordinator node takes into account the 
work of data fusion, and the energy consumption in data communication is more 
limited. Therefore, in the formation of communication network, in addition to guaran-
tee the rate, it needs to consider the issue of energy consumption. In the construction 
of communication network, it uses stratified multi-hop routing protocol according to 
the distance, and it designs an opportunistic routing algorithm based on the shortest 
path and the residual energy of the node. The coordinator in the monitoring unit be-
comes the routing node, and the sink in the network is composed of the LTE module. 

Routing design is based on EXOR (extremely opportunistic routing). EXOR is the 
first program for opportunistic routing, which is an opportunity routing algorithm 
based on end-to-end shortest path ETX value[7]. The basic idea is that the source node 
wants to send data to the destination node, which first selects the shortest ETX to the 
destination node which is smaller than its own node as an alternative forwarding node 
to form an alternative forwarding node set, and then set the priority according to its 
distance to the destination node, the closer the destination node is, the higher the pri-
ority is. The packet carries the alternate forwarding Node IDs which are arranged in 
the order of priority. The source node broadcasts the packets in batches, and the 
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neighbour nodes that received the packets forward the data in the order of priority. If 
the candidate node with the highest priority is forwarded, the low priority node will 
not forward the packets again. Instead, it will send the local storage and the higher 
priority node has not succeeded Send the packet. Each candidate forwarding node 
forwards this way until the destination node receives most (e.g. 90%) packets, and the 
remaining packets are forwarded according to the traditional shortest route. 

Since EXOR is the whole network broadcast, the candidate node set is large, the 
system carries on the stratification to the deployed node set, the EXOR carries on the 
node candidate only in this layer. In addition, the residual energy is used as another 
index other than the distance, and if the remaining energy is smaller than the threshold 
value of the forwarding data, the forwarding path is changed. EXOR energy model is 
shown in Figure 3. 

 
Fig. 3. EXOR energy mode 

In this energy model, when the node passes the path of distance s, the energy to be 
consumed by sending k data can be calculated by: 

 )(),(),( kEskEskE Rt +=   (6) 
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  (7) 
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Based on the residual energy, an energy-based forwarding threshold is given. 
Where the weight of the energy variable PE is an adjustable value of 0-1. 

 
PE

ME
REPE

ETX
ETXMV +!= )1(

  (9) 

Where ETX is the number of packets for the node, and RE is the residual energy, 
and ME is the maximum energy of the node. 

The simulation experiment is carried out with 10 forwarding nodes as an example, 
and the obtained path is shown in Table 1.  
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Table 1.  Forwarding path list  

Node Reachable node PE MV(Threshold) Forwarding path 
S 1,2,4 0.5,0.4,0.7 0.2,0.3,0.1 2 
2 3,5,4 0.2,0.6,0.4 0.1,0.2,0.1 3 
3 5,7 0.3,0.3 0.4,0.2 7 
7 8,9 0.4,0.5 0.3,0.2 8 
8 9,D,6 Do not judge Do not judge D 

 
S in the table represents a source node, D represents a target node, and a number 

represents a forwarder node. According to the above route routing algorithm, the 
forwarding path is S-2-3-7-8-D.The application of opportunistic routing with energy 
threshold has practical significance for the number of routing nodes and the reduction 
of energy consumption. 

4 Conclusions 

In the software design, the data collection algorithm of high voltage equipment 
monitoring system is optimized, and fuzzy comprehensive algorithm and opportunis-
tic routing algorithm are applied. As data is being transferred, data thresholds are 
added to the program in the sensor acquisition node, reducing the amount of redun-
dant data sent. In the design of the coordinator node software, the fuzzy comprehen-
sive evaluation algorithm is applied to the data fusion, which realizes the preliminary 
processing of the data and reduces the amount of data sent to the sink node. The role 
of data processing is to reduce the energy consumption of the node, extending the 
node's life cycle. In the process of data upload, a routing algorithm based on the 
shortest distance and residual energy is designed to improve the network throughput 
and extend the network life cycle. 
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